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1
In the current research on measuring complex behaviours/phenotyping in rodents, 2 most of the experimental design requires the experimenter to remove the animal from its 3 home-cage environment and place it in an unfamiliar apparatus (novel environment). This 4 interaction may influence behaviour, general well-being, and the metabolism of the animal, 5 affecting the phenotypic outcome even if the data collection method is automated. Most of 6 the commercially available solutions for home-cage monitoring are expensive and usually 7 lack the flexibility to be incorporated with existing home-cages. Here we present a low-cost 8 solution for monitoring home-cage behaviour of rodents that can be easily incorporated to 9 practically any available rodent home-cage. To demonstrate the use of our system, we 1 0 reliably predict the sleep/wake state of mice in their home-cage using only video. We validate The organization of spontaneous home-cage behaviour of rodents reflects the 1 3
interplay between multiple neurobiological processes and can provide a high-throughput 1 4
phenotyping strategy without experimenter's intervention. In addition to the lack of observer 1 5 bias in monitoring animal behaviour [13] , one major advantage of automated home-cage 1 6
monitoring is continuous and accurate monitoring particularly during dark periods when mice 1 7
are most active [14, 15] . Furthermore, remote monitoring of animals also greatly reduces the 1 8
requirement for animal handling which may be stressful and/or confound studies [15] [16] [17] [18] . In scientists, veterinarians and animal technicians to monitor animal well-being even during the 2 3 dark phases [20] .
4
There are multiple pre-existing methods currently used to evaluate animal activity in animal activity by using piezoelectric sensors positioned on the cage floor [22] . Another non-6 invasive system to quantify sleep-awake cycles in mice has been developed using passive they have also been shown to greatly affect animal behaviour. the standard approach to classify sleep-wake states, but this involves the implantation of 1 7 electrodes for recordings [25] . Not only is this approach time-consuming and invasive but 1 8 also expensive to implement, particularly in high throughput experiments for assessing sleep- The remote user can view the live feed of the animal activity in the home-cage via a 1 3 customized web interface (Fig. 1 E) . In addition to live home-cage monitoring, it is possible 1 4
to record video data to do off-line behavioural analysis. The web interface was created using 1 5
PHP, JavaScript and CSS, which runs on an Apache web server on the Raspberry Pi and is 
Camera settings and temporal precision evaluation
1
In some behavioural tasks (e.g. reach and grasp, grooming behaviour) it is very important to 2 acquire the data at high frame rates. With the Picamera camera board V2.1 (8MP Sony 3 IMX219 sensor), it is possible to record video @ 30 fps in full resolution (no shutter lag and 4 simultaneous recording), and also @120 fps if using the 2 × 2 analogue binning mode (which 5 is a clocking scheme to collect the charge of a 2x2 CCD pixel area). We evaluated the 6 temporal precision of the frame acquisition of the RPi Camera by comparing the average 7 number of dropped frames and variation in interframe intervals (IFIV) in a video at different 8 framerates (30, 60, 90 and 120 fps) and recording formats: h264, which is the compression 9 standard MPEG-4 AVC and raw YUV, which is an uncompressed bitmap data format. In
order to quantify the temporal precision of the frame acquisition of the Picamera, we
recorded the time stamps of each frame acquisition into a csv file using the picamera python To evaluate the time difference in simultaneous frame acquisition, multiple RPis were real-time that corresponded to external trigger pulses that represent the start and stop times of RPis were later aligned offline to quantify any temporal differences in the acquisition. (Table 1 ). In contrast, using the H264 encoding we were able to record at 120 fps with no 1 7 missed frames (120.54 ± 0.00 fps) and almost no lag between frames (2.44 ± 0.46 µs). between the two cameras is in the order of less than ten microseconds when using H264
1 1 encoding at 320 x 240 pixel resolution and frame rates from 30-120 (last column of Table 1 1 2
and Fig. 7 ). When studying complex behaviour, experimental designs that require the experimenter to propose a video-based system that is composed of off-the-shelf components and designed to 2 4
be simple and easily integrated in existing home-cage setups with minimal modifications for 2 5
remote behaviour monitoring. Such a system can be used for short-term welfare assessment incorrectly detect these changes as the mouse being awake. We can alleviate this problem by 1 8
extending the smoothening signal to reach an asymptotic performance compared to the EMG- sleep/wake classification approaches [27, 28] . Although these results show that our video- level features from each animal to identify every individual using machine learning [55, 56] .
4
However, such algorithms need to be highly calibrated and tested to provide reliable results.
5
Another possible limitation of our system is the processing power of the RPi if extensive 1 6 online video processing is required. For example, streaming live video over a network and 1 7
simultaneously performing object recognition on the RPi in real time might result in eventual 1 8 frame dropping. Despite these limitations, the system has several advantages for large scale 1 9 monitoring of rodents: it can be easily integrated with any available rodent cage-rack system.
0
Further, a user can remotely monitor day/night activity of animals in multiple cages, from 2 1 virtually anywhere via the web interface which can be applied not only for research but 2 2 animal care and husbandry.
3
Finally, in addition to the sleep/wake classification application presented in this work,
our system could also be applied to study different aspects of animal behaviour. For example, 2 5 our system can produce actograms and determine the proportion of sleep and wake periods 1 during the day (Fig. 8C-D In this paper, we present a low-cost home-cage reliable behavioural monitoring system that 1 0
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